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Abstract 
 

Head circumference at birth has been suggested as a marker of foetal brain development. 

Newborns with small head size have been shown to have lower intelligence scores in childhood. 

It is, however, unclear whether this relationship extends into adult life, and more importantly, 

whether adult status attainment and life-time success is affected as a result. Furthermore it is 

unclear how social origin at birth attenuates the relationship between foetal brain development, 

childhood cognitive outcomes and life-time status attainment. Using the Uppsala Birth Cohort 

Multigenerational Study, a unique population-based database of 14,192 individuals followed 

from birth into advanced old age, we demonstrate that those born with small head circumference 

experience reductions in both early-life school performance and life-time occupational prestige. 

These effects are not subject to modification by parental social class: small head size at birth is 

associated with lower grades and lower occupational prestige among individuals born into both 

advantaged and disadvantaged social classes. Employing causal mediation analysis we also 

demonstrate that the link between birth head circumference and adult occupational prestige is 

mainly a result of a direct effect, although a portion of this effect is also mediated by early-life 

school performance which also contributes to occupational attainment trajectories. These findings 

demonstrate the importance of early-life environments for cognitive development as well as life-

time status attainment. 

 

Introduction 
 

The foundations for brain development are laid down during the foetal stage of life. At birth, 

brain volume is about a third of the healthy adult brain volume [1]. Measures of head size at 

birth, such as bi-parietal diameter or head circumference (HC), are widely used in assessing 

foetal growth, dating pregnancies, and in the detection of foetal abnormalities [2]. The correlation 

between clinically measured HC and total brain volume is considerable (r=0.55, [3]), allowing 

birth head circumference to be considered a marker of in-utero brain development [4]. Foetal 

brain development affects postnatal cognitive outcomes [5] and several studies in children have 

shown that those born with smaller brains, as instrumented by low HC at birth, also have lower 

scores on cognitive tests in early-life, with the effect discernible even among babies born within 

the normal range of birth size [6-8]. 

 

Whereas extensive previous literature has explored the long-term effects of gestational age or 

birth-weight [9-11], studies on the long-term effects of birth HC are few and often report 

conflicting results. An association between bi-parietal diameter at birth and IQ in 48-74 year-olds 

has been reported, although HC at birth was not associated with intelligence scores in the same 

individuals [12]. Additionally, HC at birth was not related to either general cognitive ability or 

logical memory in mid- to late-life [13, 14]. However, a recent study demonstrated that HC at 

birth, together with other measures of birth characteristics, predicted cognitive outcomes among 

68 year-old men [15]. Whether an association between birth HC and adult cognitive outcomes in 

fact translates into real-life success, such as adult status attainment, or occupational prestige has 

not yet been investigated. 

 

Extensive previous literature has also indicated that parental socioeconomic status is a predictor 

of cognitive outcome in childhood [16, 17], and it is also associated with various indicators of 
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later-life status attainment and success [18, 19]. Although some previous studies have used 

measures of socioeconomic status, this has generally been limited to an attempt to control for 

possible confounding effects by social origin [20-22]. It has largely been overlooked that brain 

development takes place within a socioeconomic context [23], and that biological effects can 

manifest themselves differently depending on the social environment surrounding development. 

For example, previous research in Sweden has reported that preterm birth is related to poorer 

school achievement among children whose parents have low levels of education; among children 

of more highly educated parents, preterm birth has a much more limited detrimental effect [24]. 

On the other hand, two studies have reported no evidence of effect modification by social class in 

relation to the association between birth weight and subsequent cognitive outcomes [22, 25]. To 

our knowledge, no previous research has examined the issue of effect modification by social class 

in relation to head size at birth.  

 

To date, no study has examined whether birth HC is simultaneously associated with childhood 

cognitive ability as well as adult status attainment. By introducing adult status attainment into a 

life-course model it becomes possible to examine how prerequisites for human capital 

accumulation (childhood cognitive ability) are leveraged into the outcomes of the human capital 

accumulation (adult status attainment or prestige) and how this process is affected by an indicator 

of in-utero development of the brain (birth HC). Furthermore, it is unclear from previous 

literature what role social class of origin plays in the relationship between foetal brain 

development and later-life outcomes. In this paper we investigated whether in-utero brain 

development, measured by HC at birth, affects (i) school grades reported at age 9-10 and (ii) 

later-life status attainment captured by occupational prestige, in the same individuals followed-up 

over the life course. We assessed both direct and indirect effects, as well as explicitly tested 

whether social origin is a confounder, or rather an effect modifier, for the link between HC at 

birth, school grades in childhood, and later-life status attainment (see Figure 1 for conceptual 

framework). These questions were examined using a unique population-based database, the 

Uppsala Birth Cohort Multigenerational Study, which combines high-quality Swedish register 

data with manually-collected archival information on individuals followed from birth until 80-94 

years [26]. 
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Figure 1: Conceptual framework of the study 

 
 

 

Methods 

 
Study population 

 

The Uppsala Birth Cohort Multigenerational Study comprises all live births at the Uppsala 

University Hospital between 1915 and 1929. The study was approved by a Regional Ethics 

Committee in Stockholm, Sweden. The hospital delivered an estimated 75% of births in the city 

of Uppsala and 50% of births in surrounding rural parishes [27]. This population has previously 

been shown to be broadly representative of the Swedish population during that historical period 

in terms of infant mortality and subsequent fertility [27, 28]. From a total of 14,192 births, 13,811 

were successfully traced through parish archives until death, emigration or until being assigned a 

personal identification number in 1947. Of these, 12,168 were alive and resident in Sweden in 

1960, constituting the population assessed for eligibility, for whom record linkage provided 

detailed information over their lives. After excluding those who did not meet our inclusion 

criteria, or who had missing data, our analysis population amounted to 6,024 individuals (Figure 

2). 
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Figure 2: Study population flow 
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Head circumference at birth 

 

We were interested in the effects of in-utero brain development within the normal range of 

deliveries, and therefore restricted our sample to term, singleton babies. As a result, we excluded 

multiple births (N=293), pregnancies lasting less than 37 weeks (N=678) or more than 41 weeks 

(N=1,274), as well as unknown gestation durations (N=359). 

 

We used occipito-frontal circumference as our measure of head circumference as this has been 

previously shown to be an appropriate index of brain weight among infants [4], but also because 

occipito-frontal measurements were collected for the entire UBCoS population over the study 

period of 1915-1929. Measurements of bi-parietal diameter, another measure of foetal head 

growth, began in 1924 and are therefore available for only a fraction of study participants. 

Occipito-frontal circumference was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm by passing a tape measure 

around the widest horizontal protuberance of the occiput (i.e., forehead around back of head). 

The range of HC in the sample of term singleton deliveries was 23-46.1 cm. We expressed these 

values in terms of gestational-age-standardized Z-scores, which were then categorized into three 

groups to denote small gestational-age-standardized HC (STD<-1), average gestational-aged-

standardized HC (-1≤STD≤1), and large gestational-age-standardized HC (STD>+1). Continuous 

specification of the HC variable with polynomial functions was also tested, although we decided 

to use standard deviation cut-offs for comparability with previous literature [6]. Head 

circumference measurements were recorded for 8,239 individuals (97%) who passed prior 

inclusion criteria. On average, HC at birth was lower for girls than for boys, as well as for babies 

born into disadvantaged SES backgrounds. The correlation between gestational-age-standardized 

HC and birth weight standardized for gestational age was .58. 

 

Early-life school grades 
 

We extracted information on grades collected during the spring term of elementary school’s third 

year, when individuals were mostly nine or ten years old. School grades have been previously 

shown to be associated with cognitive ability and IQ (r≈.5) in Sweden and elsewhere [29-31]. We 

extracted marks from the following seven subjects: arithmetic and geometry, writing and 

grammar, speech and reading, Christian religion studies, handwriting, local geography and 

history, and workbook exercises from different subjects.  

 

Subjects were marked using the grades C (lowest), Bc, B, Ba, AB, a and A (highest), with 

additional qualification with pluses and minuses. We re-coded the marks from 0 (Grade C) to 18 

(Grade A) in accordance with the scoring system suggested by the Swedish education authorities 

in 1942 [32]. We calculated an overall third grade mean score after standardizing marks in each 

subject individually. Factor analysis confirmed that a single latent factor explained much of the 

observed variation in the marks (first Eigenvalue 3.71, second 0.79). 

 

School grades were successfully obtained from the archives for 6,901 (84%) individuals who 

fulfilled prior inclusion criteria. They were more likely to be untraced among children of higher 

socio-economic status (SES), likely reflecting weaker coverage of private schools in the dataset 

[33]. 
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Life-time status attainment – adult occupational prestige 

 

We measured individuals’ life-time status attainment by capturing a prestige score associated 

with their longest-held occupation in adulthood. We used the Standard International Occupational 

Prestige Scale (SIOPS) [34], which is a continuous scale (range 6-78) that emphasizes subjective 

perceptions of social rewards, such as approval, respect, admiration, and contempt inherent in 

occupations [35]. It is flexible with respect to national, social, and cultural settings since it was 

developed as a result of averaging prestige scales from 60 countries. This occupational prestige 

score was assigned to the most frequently reported occupation found in the censuses of 1960, 

1970, and 1980. Health professionals (prestige score: 70) and higher education professionals 

(prestige score 60) were some of the most common high-prestige occupations in the data, 

whereas cleaners (prestige score 21) and low-level clerks (prestige score 30) were some of the 

most common low-prestige occupations. 

 

Individuals with missing or unreported occupational information were excluded, amounting to 

10% of those who passed prior inclusion criteria. Of the 687 with unknown occupations, women 

were over-represented (87%), likely as a result of being housewives. We ran a sensitivity analysis 

where females with unreported occupational information were assigned a SIOPS score equivalent 

to an ISCO code 5121, “housekeepers and other workers” which is a paid position. Since 

substantive results remained unchanged we opted for not including these individuals in the final 

analysis to avoid misclassification. If an individual had held different positions across all three 

censuses (about 20% of cases), we based their lifetime occupation on the 1970 poll (i.e., when 

they were 41-55 years old), as research has demonstrated that in comparable cohorts of Swedish 

men and women, improvements in occupational prestige flatten out after 40 years of age [36]. 

Mortality did not bias the assignment of prestige scores due to our requirement that study 

subjects survive until January 1, 1981, allowing us a window of three population censuses to 

determine individuals’ lifetime occupation. 

 

Social class at birth 

 

Family social class at birth was based on father’s occupation if present (80%), or mother’s 

occupation if not (20%). It was derived in accordance with the Swedish socioeconomic 

classification scheme with a category “house-daughters” added to identify unemployed single 

mothers living with their parents at the time of the birth of their child. We, in accordance with a 

previous study based on similar material [37], generated a binary indicator of social origin that 

distinguishes between advantaged background (children of higher and intermediate non-manual 

workers; entrepreneurs and farmers; skilled manual workers) and disadvantaged background 

(children of low non-manual workers; unskilled labourers in production; unskilled workers in 

service; house-daughters). 

 

Statistical analysis 

 

We estimated a series of progressively-adjusted ordinary least squares regressions predicting 

elementary school grades and life-time occupational prestige, concluding with a fully-adjusted 

model that also included parental social class at birth. Sex, birth year, maternal age at childbirth, 

birth order, and birth weight were considered as potential confounders. We tested for interactions 

between HC and social class at birth when predicting childhood school grades as well as 
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occupational prestige. Next, we examined the relationship between birth HC and school grades as 

well as adult occupational prestige within the levels of social origin, suspecting that social origin 

might be an effect modifier, rather than a confounder. We then investigated how social origin and 

HC at birth work together in shaping childhood school grades and long-term occupational 

prestige.  

 

Finally, we employed mediation analysis to establish whether the relationship between birth HC 

and occupational prestige is direct or mediated via childhood school grades. A method for causal 

mediation analysis that builds on the counterfactual framework was applied [38]. Assumption of 

sequential ignorability required for identification of causal mediation was tested using a method 

for sensitivity analysis suggested in relevant literature [39]. Causal mediation and sensitivity 

analyses were conducted in STATA using the modules “medeff” and “medsens” developed by 

[40].  

 

Results 

 
Of the original 14,192 UBCoS participants, 8,466 were born singleton, at term, and were alive 

and resident in Sweden on January 1 1981, constituting the population eligible for analysis. Of 

these, 6,024 had non-missing information on head circumference, elementary school grades, 

occupational prestige, socioeconomic, and other background variables, making them the analysis 

population in the study (Figure 2). Background characteristics of the study participants are 

presented in Table 1. Study subjects were more likely to be male, born to mothers aged 25-29 

years, and came from non-privileged social backgrounds. Mean level of school grades as well as 

occupational prestige was lower in individuals coming from disadvantaged social backgrounds. 

Similarly, both school grades and occupational prestige averages were the lowest among the 

subgroups of participants with small HC at birth.  

 

The final analysis population and the 2,442 of those eligible, but excluded due to missing data on 

covariates, differed significantly with respect to family social class at birth (e.g. 12% born to 

parents of higher non-manual families among those excluded vs. 8% among those included, 

p<0.001). Social class differences were largely a result of excluding individuals with missing 

elementary school grades due to limited coverage of private schools preferred by high-SES 

parents. In addition, the proportion of women was higher among the excluded 2,442 individuals 

(60%, vs. 45% among those included, p<0.001). Our decision to remove individuals with missing 

occupational information (includes both missing data and non-economically-active individuals), 

among which women were over-represented, likely due to being housewives, drives these 

differences. 
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Table 1: Baseline characteristics of the study population: Uppsala Birth Cohort Multigenerational Study. 

6,024 men and women 

Variable Range/categories  Percent Mean grades (SD) Mean prestige (SD) 

Gender 

 

 

   

 

Male  55% -0.11 (0.72) 40.6 (11.9) 

 

Female  45% 0.12 (0.73) 35.3 (11.1) 

Birth order  

   

 

1  38% 0.11 (0.74) 39.6 (11.7) 

 

2-3  38% 0 (0.71) 38.3 (11.8) 

 

4-5  14% -0.05 (0.74) 37.2 (11.1) 

 

6-16  10% -0.08 (0.73) 35.1 (10.2) 

Mother's age at birth  

   

 

15-19  5% 0.02 (0.77) 36.8 (10.3) 

 

20-24  26% -0.03 (0.71) 37.2 (11.0) 

 

25-29  29% 0.05 (0.73) 39.3 (11.9) 

 

30-34  21% 0.07 (0.74) 39.0 (11.8) 

 

35-39  13% 0.01 (0.75) 38.5 (11.5) 

 

40-49  6% 0 (0.73) 37.2 (11.6) 

Family social class at birth  

   

 

Advantaged social class  42% 0.12 (0.75) 39.8 (12.2) 

 

Disadvantaged social class  58% -0.04 (0.72) 37.2 (10.9) 

Birth weight (standardized by gest. age)  

   

 

Low (Z-score <-1)  13% -0.03 (0.73) 37.8 (11.1) 

 

Average (Z-score -1 to 1)  71% 0.04 (0.74) 38.4 (11.6) 

 

Heavy (Z-score>1)  16% 0.02 (0.71) 38.4 (11.5) 

Head circumference (gest. age-standard)  

   

 

Small (Z-score <-1)  12% -0.02 (0.73) 35.7 (11.2) 

 

Average (Z-score -1 to 1)  75% 0.04 (0.73) 38.6 (11.7) 

  Large (Z-score >1)  13% 0.01 (0.74) 39.1 (11.4) 

Mean grades represent an average of marks in seven school subjects, each separately standardized with =0 and S=1;    

Occupational prestige is measured using a continuous scale ( =38.3; range= 6-78); Advantageous social class: 

high/mediate no-manuals, entrepreneurs/farmers, and skilled manuals; Disadvantaged class: lower non-manuals, 

unskilled manuals in production, unskilled manuals in service, house-daughters 
 

Head circumference at birth, school grades, and occupational prestige 

 

We began by analysing the effects of birth HC on school grades (Table 2). In the minimally-

adjusted model, small HC was associated with a reduction in mean standardized school grades 

(p<0.001). Subsequent adjustment for maternal age at birth, birth order, and birth weight resulted 

in marginal attenuation of the negative effect estimate of small HC at birth on elementary grades, 

which remained statistically-significant (p<0.001). A similar pattern was observed after further 

adjustment for social origin at birth (all estimates from the fully-adjusted model available in 

supplementary material): while some attenuation in the effect magnitude did occur, the negative 

relationship between small HC at birth and elementary school grades remained statistically 

significant (p<0.001). Children born to parents of advantaged social class received higher school 

marks at age 9-10 (p<.001). No statistically significant effect of larger HC at birth on school 

grades at 9-10 years was found in any of the models.  
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Table 2: Head circumference (HC) at birth and school grades at age 9-10 (N=6,024) Linear regression, OLS 

estimates 

  

Regression coefficients (95% confidence intervals)  

Outcome: school grades at age 9-10 

 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Small HC -0.119*** -0.102*** -0.097*** 

 

(-0.177, -0.061) (-0.163, -0.043) (-0.157, -0.037) 

Average HC 0 0 0 

 

(ref) (ref) (ref) 

Large HC 0.031 0.035 0.031 

  (-0.023, 0.084) (-0.021, 0.092) (-0.025, 0.087) 

Advantaged SES at birth 
  0.156*** 

  (0.118, 0.193) 

R2 0.04 0.06 0.07 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; Robust confidence intervals in parentheses; Model 1: adjusted for sex & birth 

cohort; Model 2: adjusted for sex, birth cohort, birth order, maternal age at birth, birth weight (gestational age-

standardized); Model 3: based on model 2, additionally adjusted for social origin at birth (advantaged vs. 

disadvantaged) 

 

 

The effects of HC at birth on life-time occupational prestige are shown in Table 3. In a 

minimally-adjusted model, we found that individuals with small HC at birth  

experienced a reduction in prestige score associated with their longest-held adult occupation 

(p<0.001). This relationship appeared robust to further adjustments for birth characteristics, and, 

eventually, social class at birth (all estimates from the fully-adjusted model available in 

supplementary material). Social origin was a statistically significant predictor of occupational 

prestige score, with advantaged parental social class at birth associated with a high-prestige 

individual occupation in adulthood (p<0.001). As in the case with school grades, only small HC 

at birth was linked with suboptimal outcomes – larger HC did not affect occupational prestige 

attainment.  

 
 

Table 3: Head circumference at birth (HC) and later-life occupational prestige (N=6024). Linear regression, 

OLS estimates 

 

Regression coefficients (95% confidence intervals) 

Outcome: life-time occupational prestige 

 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Small HC -1.805*** -1.636** -1.551** 

 

(-2.688, -0.921) (-2.571, -0.701) (-2.484, -0.619) 

Average HC 0 0 0 

 

(ref) (ref) (ref) 

Large HC -0.355 -0.434 -0.499 

  (-1.201, 0.490) (-1.301, 0.432) (-1.361, 0.363) 

Advantaged SES at birth 
  2.271*** 

  (1.676, 2.877) 

R2 0.06 0.09 0.10 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; Robust confidence intervals in parentheses; Model 1: adjusted for sex and birth 

cohort; Model 2: adjusted for sex, birth cohort, birth order, maternal age at birth, birth weight (gestational age-

standardized); Model 3: based on model 2, additionally adjusted for social origin at birth (advantaged vs. 

disadvantaged) 
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Modification by social origin 

 

We found no evidence of interaction between social class at birth and small HC when considering 

elementary school grades (p=0.14) or adult occupational prestige (p=0.59). Furthermore, small 

HC at birth was found to be associated with a reduction in grades and prestige amongst children 

born to parents from both advantageous and disadvantageous social classes (supplementary 

material, Table A2). Finally, in order to visualize the combined effect of social class and HC at 

birth with respect to elementary school grades and occupational prestige, we examined the effects 

of four indicator variables denoting four possible combinations between social origin (advantaged 

or not) and HC at birth (small or not) (Figures 3 & 4; model estimates in supplementary material, 

Table A3). 

 
Figure 3: Combined effect of parental social class and head circumference (HC) at birth on school grades. 

Linear regression estimates 

 
 

Figure 4: Combined effects of parental social class and head circumference (HC) at birth on life-time 

occupational prestige score. Linear regression estimates 

 
95% confidence intervals; Adjusted for sex, birth year, birth order, maternal age at birth, birth weight (gestational 

age-standardized); Top lines denote statistical difference between estimated parameters; Estimates available in Table 

A3 in supplementary material 
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As can be seen in Figures 3 and 4, the greatest benefit in terms of school grades, as well as adult 

occupational prestige is reserved for individuals with non-small head size born to parents of 

advantaged social class, since any departure from this state results in reductions of both short-

term and long-term cognitive and occupational outcomes. The estimated effect of disadvantaged 

social origin in combination with small HC was statistically different from the effect of 

disadvantaged social origin with normal head circumference, as well as the effect of advantaged 

social class with small head size. There was, however, no statistical difference between the latter 

two estimates, with the effect of advantaged origin with small HC being statistically similar to the 

effect of disadvantaged social class with non-small HC. 

 

Mediation analysis: head circumference, school grades, and occupational prestige 

Results of the mediation analysis as well as of all previously-reported findings are presented in 

Figure 5. With respect to mediation analysis, HC at birth (modelled as a binary indicator 

distinguishing between small head size vs. the rest) was related to long-run occupational prestige 

both directly (adjusted average direct effect: -1.219; 95% CI: -2.212 to -0.293) and indirectly via 

elementary school grades (adjusted average causal mediation effect (ACME):  

-0.371; 95% CI: -0.579 to -0.189). The total adjusted effect of birth HC on adult occupational 

prestige, including the mediation by elementary school grades was -1.591 (95% CI: -2.580 to -

0.650). The negative effect estimates implies a strong negative association between small head 

size and grades, which are positively related to adult occupational prestige. A portion of the effect 

between HC and occupational prestige was mediated by elementary school grades; the effect 

amounting to a quarter of the total effect of head size on occupational prestige.  

 
Figure 5: Mediation of HC’s effects by school grades and previously-reported results 

 
Estimates of the HC-prestige path and the HC-grades-prestige path (dash) are obtained from the causal mediation 

analysis: Direct effect: -1.219 (95% CI: -2.212 to -0.293); Average causal mediation effect (ACME): -0.371 (95% 

CI: -0.579 to -0.189); Total effect: -1.591 (95% CI: -2.580 to -0.650);  ρ (correlation of errors between mediator and 

outcome models) at which ACME will be invalid: 0.20.   All models estimated as part of the mediation analysis are 

adjusted for sex, birth year, birth order, maternal age at birth, birth weight (gestational age-standardized), and social 

class at birth. Estimate of the HC-school path are obtained from a fully-adjusted linear model with HC as exposure 

and school grades as outcome (Table 3, Model 3). ”No modification/confounding” arrows indicate no evidence of 

confounding or effect modification of the HC-prestige and HC-school grades pathways by social class of origin 

(Table A2 in supplementary material; Figures 3 & 4; interaction analysis) 
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Results of the sensitivity analysis indicated that the correlation in omitted variables between the 

mediation and the outcome models would have to be 0.20 in order for the causal mediation effect 

to be invalidated. This means an unobserved confounder would have to explain a considerable 

20% of the variance in both school grades and occupational prestige in order for the mediation 

estimates to become substantively changed. 

 

Discussion 
 

In this study we examined whether head circumference at birth, an indicator of brain 

development in utero, was associated with elementary school performance and life-time 

occupational prestige. Among individuals born at term, we found that those whose birth HC fell 

one standard deviation below the mean experienced reductions in both elementary school grades 

and life-time occupational prestige. These findings remained robust after adjustment for 

confounding due to birth characteristics as well as parental social class at birth. We also 

established that the association between HC at birth and short-term cognitive outcomes or life-

time occupational prestige was not subject to effect modification by social class of origin. 

Finally, using a mediation analysis, we demonstrated that HC at birth was linked to long-run 

occupational prestige directly, as well as indirectly, by predicting early cognitive ability which 

then also affected occupational prestige, although the direct effect was the dominant one (Figure 

5).  

 

A major strength of this study is that we examined whether the effects of brain size at birth 

extend beyond such proximate outcomes as school grades in childhood and continue to affect 

outcomes of later-life occupational achievement and success in the same individuals. Some [12, 

15, 41], but not all [13, 14], previous studies have reported an association between birth HC and 

later cognitive ability. However, instead of assessing cognitive performance in later life, we 

assessed occupational prestige which has both cognitive (the correlation between intelligence and 

occupational attainment is about .40 [42]) and social prerequisites, and which also can be viewed 

as a measure of lifetime status achievement. It has been reported previously that head 

circumference at birth, together with other birth outcomes, is associated with cognitive 

performance and cognitive change in adult life [15]. Our findings extend this literature by 

demonstrating that the negative effects of small HC at birth are discernible in childhood, and 

linger on to also affect status attainment in adulthood. Our second contribution is the 

demonstration that the link between birth HC and adult status attainment is not only present, but 

is also primarily direct and only somewhat mediated by the short-term effect of birth HC on 

childhood school grades, which then help shape adult occupational outcomes. 

 

Our results are also consistent with previous literature reporting an association between foetal 

brain development and early-life cognitive ability [8, 43], although we used information on 

school grades at age 9-10 in the absence of explicitly-measured IQ. The reason why some infants 

are delivered with small HC is manifold. Maternal under-nutrition is one of the primary causes of 

small birth head circumference, although both genetic [44] and various environmental factors are 

also implicated [45, 46]. A model of foetal programming predicts that in-utero development 

might be constrained in order to maximize overall survival chances in the turbulent environment 

[47]. Consequently, investments in repair mechanisms or reserve tissues, such as excess neurons 

or synaptic capacity in the brain are likely to be reduced [8]. While the brain-sparing hypothesis 
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suggests that brain development ought to be shielded from adjustments aimed at postnatal fitness 

advantage in hostile environments [48], recent evidence suggests that those endocrine 

mechanisms that restrict foetal growth can also compromise neural development [49-53]. 

Programming of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis could play an important role in 

this process, with the HPA modification being an intermediate step between limited nutrition, 

foetal maturation, and postnatal pathophysiology [52]. Following the modification of the HPA, 

anabolic effects of the growth hormone are antagonized, resulting in changes in organ 

development and maturation, including the brain [8]. Therefore, the link between small head size 

at birth and cognitive outcomes could arise not only due to growth restriction that reduces brain 

volume, but also due to the relationship between the modifiers of foetal growth restriction 

(changes in the expression of the HPA axis) and postnatal cognitive outcomes.  

 

It has been shown previously (Gale et al., 2006) that the effects of birth head circumference on 

childhood intelligence are weakened when later-life measurements of childhood head size are 

used instead. Postnatal estimates of head circumference might be more precise than 

measurements collected during delivery. Others, however, have indicated that both prenatal and 

postnatal measurements of head circumference can predict cognitive abilities among children at 

56 months of age [7]. We did not have access to later estimates of head size and, therefore, 

cannot provide cues on the relative importance of different critical periods during brain 

development. Nonetheless, a reduction in the effect size of birth head size in favor of 

subsequently-measured estimates of head circumference, as reported by some, should indicate 

that a common causal pathway connects head size at birth, postnatal head growth, and childhood 

cognitive function [43]. 

 

Our study also demonstrated that the relationship between birth HC and school performance in 

childhood or occupational outcomes in adulthood is not readily explained by confounding or 

effect modification by social class of origin. Whereas no study has previously assessed effect 

modification by social class in relation to HC at birth, a previous study based on data from 

Sweden has shown that preterm birth predicts poor school achievement more strongly among 

children whose parents have low levels of education, with only a minor effect of preterm birth 

discernible among those born to more highly educated parents [24]. On the other hand, no 

evidence of effect modification by social origin was reported in two previous studies linking birth 

weight and childhood cognitive outcomes [22, 25] and our findings are consistent with these 

results. We reported only additive effects of birth HC and social origin with respect to childhood 

grades and life-time prestige. Essentially, disadvantaged social origin and small birth HC each 

imply a reduction in short-term as well as long-term cognitive and human capital outcomes. A 

combination of these disadvantages is associated with a proportionally greater reduction in the 

outcomes considered, although birth HC is detrimental, irrespective of a social class an individual 

may have been born into. Strengthened by no evidence of an interaction between social origin 

and HC, we, therefore, conclude that social origin and birth HC mainly act independently in 

shaping childhood school grades as well as general lifetime attainment.  

 

Our finding of no effect modification by social origin is relevant to our earlier discussion about 

the underlying causes of small HC at birth. Maternal under-nutrition is undoubtedly one of the 

primary causes of small birth HC, and it is also likely related socioeconomic opportunities. We 

reported here, however, that infants of affluent and disadvantaged parents are equally vulnerable 

with respect to childhood school grades and adult occupational prestige if born with small HC. 
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While inadequate nutrition during pregnancy might apply to disadvantaged mothers, it is unlikely 

to be a decisive factor determining the birth outcomes of children born to affluent parents. Thus, 

it has been hypothesized previously that in high-SES families with abundant access to economic 

resources, occurrence of low birth-weight is likely underpinned by psychosocial factors, 

behavioural, or ethnic characteristics [54]. In addition to nutrition, previous research has 

identified maternal stress [55] and pesticide exposure [56] as correlates of small HC at birth and 

these factors might be at work here, at least when affluent families with small HC deliveries are 

considered. 

 

Finally, we employed mediation analysis to examine the extent to which the link between head 

size at birth and adult occupational prestige was direct, or rather mediated by early cognitive 

ability at age 10. We demonstrated that a quarter of the association between head size at birth and 

occupational prestige was mediated by elementary school performance, with the bulk of the 

effect being due to a direct link between birth HC and occupational attainment. To our 

knowledge, ours is the first study that has attempted such analysis. A previous study tested 

whether the association between birth weight and psychological distress at ages 45-51 was 

mediated by IQ at age 7, and found no evidence of mediation by early-life IQ [57]. Although the 

direct effect was found to be a predominant one in our study as well, we also report that a rather 

sizeable quarter of the total link between birth HC and adult occupational prestige was due to 

mediation by early school performance. 

 

Limitations 

 

Since we had no direct information on childhood cognitive ability, we instead examined the 

relationship between birth HC and school grades at age 10. Childhood cognitive ability and 

school grades are correlated (r≈.5) [29-31] and grades are also associated with other indicators of 

low cognitive ability such as being kept back in school or having a recognized learning difficulty 

[28]. Moreover, our factor analysis of raw school grades indicated that a single latent factor 

explained most of the variation in school performance, much the same way general mental ability 

(g) underlies intelligence test scores. 

 

We chose the Standard International Occupational Prestige Scale over the more commonly-used 

International Socioeconomic Index of Occupational Status (ISEI) which ranks occupations in 

relation to their average education and income levels to show how occupational structure 

influences the ability to convert education into income. Although an effective tool of capturing 

formal attributes of occupations, ISEI is less suitable for this particular cohort that largely 

refrained from transitioning to tertiary education. Furthermore, ISEI was developed for 

occupations of full-time, male adults. Estimates for women were made, but with data for men 

working in predominantly female occupations [35]. 

 

About 30% of the eligible cohort members were excluded from the final analysis. Loss of eligible 

individuals from the analysis population was mainly due to missing data on school grades (55% 

of the total with missing data). School grades were more likely to have been untraced among 

children of highest socioeconomic background who were more prone to attend private schools 

where archival coverage was weaker. Furthermore, we excluded 687 individuals for whom 

occupational information could not be traced. These were almost exclusively women, whom we 

suspected to be housewives. In a sensitivity analysis, we classified women with missing 
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occupational information as employed as “housekeepers and other workers” and assigned them a 

prestige score associated with this paid position. Substantive results remained unchanged and we 

decided to exclude the group with missing occupational data to avoid misclassification of 

exposure We also examined differences in educational attainment and found only minor 

discrepancies between the excluded and the study population (incomplete elementary education: 

46% vs 49%; completed elementary: 39% vs. 35%; beyond completed elementary: 15% vs. 16%, 

respectively). It is, therefore, unlikely that considerable bias was introduced when adjustments for 

missing data were made.   

 

Conclusions 
 

Individuals with small head circumference at birth experienced reductions in childhood school 

grades as well as later-life occupational prestige. This relationship was not due to confounding or 

effect modification by social class of origin. Further, HC at birth linked to long-run occupational 

prestige mainly directly, but also indirectly, by influencing school grades at age 9-10, which then 

affected occupational prestige. Our results add to the evidence on the importance of foetal brain 

growth for later life educational and social outcomes.  
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Supplementary material 
 
Table A1: Head circumference predicting school grades and lifetime occupational prestige. Complete models; 

full adjustments 

  Linear regression Linear regression 

 

Fully-adjusted Fully-adjusted 

VARIABLES Mean grades in 3 year Adult  occ. prestige 

      

Head circumference < -1 STD per gestational age -0.0971***  -1.551*** 

 

(-0.157 - -0.0371) (-2.484 - -0.618) 

Head circumference > -1 STD per gestational age 0.0308 -0.499 

 

(-0.0254 - 0.0871) (-1.362 - 0.363) 

Advantage social class/birth 0.156*** 2.271*** 

 

(0.118 - 0.194) (1.676 - 2.866) 

Birth year 1915 0.133** -0.561 

 

(0.0126 - 0.254) (-2.363 - 1.241) 

Birth year 1916 0.115* -0.455 

 

(-0.0130 - 0.242) (-2.189 - 1.278) 

Birth year 1917 0.0684 -0.695 

 

(-0.0462 - 0.183) (-2.457 - 1.066) 

Birth year 1918 -0.0227 -0.491 

 

(-0.131 - 0.0855) (-2.084 - 1.102) 

Birth year 1919 -0.0464 -0.591 

 

(-0.159 - 0.0659) (-2.300 - 1.119) 

Birth year 1920 -0.0152 -0.875 

 

(-0.114 - 0.0833) (-2.462 - 0.712) 

Birth year 1921 -0.0481 0.710 

 

(-0.147 - 0.0509) (-0.832 - 2.253) 

Birth year 1923 0.0455 1.213 

 

(-0.0490 - 0.140) (-0.380 - 2.807) 

Birth year 1924 0.0291 0.986 

 

(-0.0653 - 0.123) (-0.518 - 2.489) 

Birth year 1925 0.0818* 0.0610 

 

(-0.0106 - 0.174) (-1.418 - 1.540) 

Birth year 1926 0.0477 0.789 

 

(-0.0433 - 0.139) (-0.680 - 2.259) 

Birth year 1927 0.0280 0.956 

 

(-0.0608 - 0.117) (-0.548 - 2.460) 

Birth year 1928 0.135*** 0.339 

 

(0.0435 - 0.227) (-1.120 - 1.799) 

Birth year 1929 0.0686 0.870 

 

(-0.0229 - 0.160) (-0.571 - 2.311) 

Female 0.271*** -5.181*** 

 

(0.234 - 0.308) (-5.756 - -4.607) 

First-born 0.169*** 2.425*** 

 

(0.125 - 0.212) (1.725 - 3.124) 

Fourth/fifth-born -0.0919*** -2.372*** 

 

(-0.151 - -0.0332) (-3.277 - -1.467) 

Sixth-born/over -0.169*** -4.935*** 

 

(-0.243 - -0.0953) (-5.999 - -3.871) 

Mother age/birth 15-16 0.0274 -0.844 

 

(-0.0664 - 0.121) (-2.129 - 0.440) 

Mother age/birth 25-29 0.116*** 2.285*** 

 

(0.0675 - 0.165) (1.517 - 3.053) 

Mother age/birth 30-34 0.164*** 2.937*** 
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(0.107 - 0.220) (2.043 - 3.830) 

Mother age/birth 35-39 0.145*** 3.690*** 

 

(0.0760 - 0.215) (2.607 - 4.774) 

Mother age/birth 40-above 0.177*** 3.449*** 

 

(0.0848 - 0.270) (2.000 - 4.898) 

B-weight < -1 STD per gest. age -0.0594** -0.523 

 

(-0.117 - -0.00170) (-1.412 - 0.366) 

B-weight > 1 STD per gest. age -0.0181 0.459 

 

(-0.0702 - 0.0340) (-0.345 - 1.263) 

Constant -0.592*** 42.77*** 

 

(-0.690 - -0.495) (41.22 - 44.31) 

   Observations 6,024 6,024 

R-squared 0.069 0.098 

Robust ci in parentheses;  

  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

   

 

 

 
 

Table A2: Head circumference (HC) at birth, school grades, adult occupational prestige, stratified by social 

class of origin (advantaged vs. disadvantaged), linear regression 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; Robust confidence intervals in parentheses; Adjusted for sex, birth year, birth order, 

maternal age at birth, birth weight (gestational age-standardized); Advantaged origin: children born to high/mediate 

no-manuals, entrepreneurs/farmers, and skilled manuals; Disadvantaged origin: children of lower non-manuals, 

unskilled manuals in production, unskilled manuals in service, and housedaughters 

 

      School marks at 9-10 Adult occupational prestige 

 

 Adv. origin Disadv. origin Adv. origin Disadv. origin 

          

Small HC vs. rest -0.120** -0.0847** -2.306*** -1.101* 

  (-0.215, -0.026) (-0.162, -0.007) (-3.885, -0.726) (-2.257, 0.056) 

R2 0.07 0.06 0.09 0.09 

N 2,557 3,467 2,557 3,467 
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Table A3: Effects of combining social origin and head circumference (HC) at birth on school grades and adult 

occupational prestige 

      Linear regression Linear regression 

 

Combination model 
Combination  

model 

VARIABLES Grades in 3 year Occ. prestige score 

      

Advantaged origin & non-small HC 0 0 

 
(ref) (ref) 

Advantaged origin & small HC -0.101** -1.945** 

 
(-0.192 - -0.0110) (-3.450 - -0.441) 

Disadvantaged social origin & non-small HC -0.157*** -2.338*** 

 
(-0.197 - -0.116) (-2.969 - -1.708) 

Disadvantaged social origin & small HC -0.253*** -3.615*** 

 
(-0.331 - -0.175) (-4.787 - -2.443) 

R2 0.07 0.1 

N  6,024  6,024 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; Adjusted for sex, birth year, birth order, maternal age at birth, birth weight 

(gestational age-standardized); Restricted to term singleton births, alive and in Sweden on 1/1/1981; Advantaged 

origin: children born to high/mediate no-manuals, entrepreneurs/farmers, and skilled manuals; Disadvantaged origin: 

lower non-manuals, unskilled manuals in production, unskilled manuals in service, & housedaughters 

Wald test H0: disadvant. origin & small HC = disadvant. origin & non-small HC: F = 6.35; p<0.05 (grades model) 

Wald test H0: disadvant. origin & small HC = disadvant. origin & non-small HC: F = 5.11; p<0.05 (occ. prestige 

model) 

Wald test H0: disadvant. origin & small HC = advant. origin & small HC: F = 7.50; p<0.05 (grades model) 

Wald test H0: disadvant. origin & small HC = advant. origin & small HC: F = 3.85; p=0.05 (occ. prestige model) 

Wald test H0: disadvant. origin & non-small HC = advant. origin & small HC: F = 1.42; p=0.23 (grades model) 

Wald test H0: disadvant. origin & non-small HC = advant. origin & small HC: F = 0.26; p=0.61 (occ. prestige 

model) 

 

 

 

 

 


